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he Supreme Court on
Monday refused to
accept senior advocate
Prashant Bhushan’s explanation regretting his statement in
a 2009 case alleging judicial
“corruption” in an interview
with Tehelka magazine and
decided to continue contempt
proceedings against him.
The bench headed by Justice
Arun Mishra said it will examine whether his statement
prima facie amounted to contempt. The hearing will commence on 17 August. “We need
to check whether the statements made regarding corruption amounts to contempt of
court. Thus we need to hear the
matter,” said the bench, which
included Justices B.R. Gavai
and Krishna Murari.
Bhushan had alleged that
half of the 16 former chief justices of India were corrupt. The
court has decided to hear the
case in detail and ascertain
whether or not any comment
alleging corruption by judges
would per se amount to contempt. Advocate Shanti
Bhushan requested the apex
court to list the matter when
physical hearings resume, but
Justice Mishra denied it.
On 4 August the three-judge
bench had reserved its order.
“Explanation/apology submitted by Mr. Prashant Bhushan/
Respondent No.1 and Mr.
Tarun Tejpal/Respondent
No.2, have not been received so
far. In case we do not accept the
explanation/apology, we will
hear the matter. We reserve the
order,” it had said.
The top court had said that it
was in favour of putting an end
to the matter to protect the dignity of the court and its judges
and had asked the parties to
issue statements tendering
their apologies. Senior advocate Rajeev Dhawan, appearing
for Prashant Bhushan, had
pleaded that the court should
not render any findings in the
case before hearing the parties.
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TAMIL NADU CASES
CROSS 300,000

INDIA
ealth experts are
alarmed by the surge
in daily covid-19 cases,
expecting India to top
Deaths
Total cases
the list of countries
1,552,545
638,429
with the maximum number of
Recovered
Active cases
infections.
“India is the third most affected
from covid-19 now, but with
GLOBAL
increased testing, it could emerge
as the top country affected by the
pandemic. While testing rates have
Total cases
increased by 240% since the beginning of July, covid positive cases
have increased by almost 325%,”
said Himanshu Sikka, lead-health,
Deaths
IPE global, an international health12,137,202 7,033,121
care development consultancy.
Recovered
Active cases
While 80% cases are from
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil A health worker collects a swab sample from a child at a makeshift
Source: Union health ministry, states
Nadu, Telangana, West Bengal, coronavirus testing booth in Hyderabad on Monday.
AFP
Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Delhi and
Maharashtra, the burden has while Delhi is faring much better,” ing remains the recovery rate. India and 3 cities and rural hinterlands,
shifted from the earlier covid hot- said Dr Suneela Garg, director pro- on Tuesday recorded 1,552,545 the situation could soon deteriorate
spots of Delhi and Mumbai.
fessor, department of community covid-19 recoveries, witnessing the with weak health systems not being
Average daily cases have medicine, Maulana Azad Medical highest single-day count of 54,859, able to cater to the pressures posed
increased to 65,000 from College.
with a recovery rate of nearly 70% by the pandemic, especially in
55,000-60,000 till last week, with
In fact, the pandemic continues and a case fatality rate of 2%.
states like Bihar and Uttar Prathe total count on Tuesday reach- to spread and infect all sections of
“India has so far been successful desh,” said Sikka.
ing 2,235,677, including more than society, from politicians to the in keeping the fatality rates low and
India has accelerated its testing
44,700 deaths.
entertainment world. On Tuesday, the recovery rates high. However, and tracing infrastructure, but
“This is an alarming trend and former President Pranab Mukher- with the opening up of the econ- much more was required. Innovastrengthens the findings of the jee, 84, said on Twitter that he omy, the pandemic is penetrating tions for mass testing and screening
numerous studies suggesting that tested positive for covid-19 while on deeper in the country, and the situ- protocols need quick adoption and
with increased testing,
scale-up, he said.
India could very well
While India continues to
UPWARD TRAJECTORY
emerge as the top country
deny the onset of commuANDHRA has been
CHANDIGARH’S
THE national
affected by the pandemic,” THE average daily
nity transmission, commucovid-19 cases have
recording more than average growth
average of daily
Sikka added.
nity medicine experts said
increased to 65,000
10,000 covid cases
rate stands at 4.6%,
growth of covid
While Andhra Pradesh from 55,000-60,000 every day for the
prevention measures must
which has surpassed
cases is 3.5%; case
has been recording more till last week
be practised to limit the
past five days
Maharashtra (2.4 %)
fatality rate is 2%
than 10,000 cases every
spread of the virus.
day for the past five days,
“If community transmisChandigarh’s average growth rate a hospital visit. “On a visit to the ation could soon deteriorate fur- sion begins to occur, isolation and
for covid-19 stands at 4.6%, surpas- hospital for a separate procedure, I ther,” said Sikka.
quarantine will have limited or no
sing Delhi’s (0.8%) and Maharash- have tested positive for covid-19
So far, the covid-19 hotspots were role to play,” said Garg, adding that
tra’s (2.4 %) growth. The national today. I request the people who concentrated in bigger cities, such community-driven social changes
average of daily growth for covid-19 came in contact with me in the last as Mumbai, Ahmadabad and Delhi, will then play an important role in
cases is around 3.25%.
week, to please self isolate and get which could control and handle the containing the spread of covid-19,
“There is a shift in the epicentres tested for covid-19. #CitizenMuk- situation due to better health infra- such as wearing masks, washing
of covid cases in the past one month herjee,” he tweeted.
structure.
hands regularly and maintaining
with Andhra Pradesh and KarnaHowever, despite all the gloom
“But as the economy opens up, social distancing. Lockdowns in
taka having maximum growth rate, around the pandemic, the silver lin- and the pandemic penetrates tier 2 specific clusters will be required.

2,235,677 44,703

19,902,316
731,993
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The covid-19 burden has shifted from hotspots in Maharashtra, Delhi to new states
Neetu Chandra Sharma
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Russia getting
ready for
mass
vaccination
against
coronavirus:
Report
bit.ly/33JoKF8

rade minister Piyush
Goyal on Monday
addressed the concerns of
companies and countries
opposing the mandatory licensing requirements for importing
products, such as automobile
tyres and television sets, saying
that the government is trying to
ensure fair and reciprocal trade
practices with partner coun- Trade minister Piyush Goyal.
tries. Following criticism that
the government is adopting imports fearing production disprotectionist measures similar ruptions. Subsequently, Gerto the license raj era, Goyal said man embassy officials had met
such criticism shocks him as the government for a solution.
trade is not being carried out
Hinting towards Germany’s
among equals.
objection, Goyal said he was
“What we are trying to do is amazed that some countries in
make sure our domestic indus- Europe are complaining about
try gets a fair play. How can it be technical standards on tyres in
that one country does not allow India. “I can list out 5,000 items
tyres to be exported to them, but on which technical standards
wants free imports of tyres into are being put in their countries.
India? There has to be equal, fair Why should India not have the
and reciprocal arrangement. If right to put technical standards?
other countries are desirous of It is important that all those who
the 1.3-billion Indian market are opposing the efforts of the
opportunity, they will also have Indian government on our
to give our busiactions should first
nesses equal Multinational cos talk to their own
opportunity to which invested in governments and
engage in their
make sure their
India can’t claim
countries. They the right to import g o v e r n m e n t s
can’t put overensure Indian
in an unbridled
arching technical
products fair and
manner, says
barriers or overequitable access
Goyal
arching regulabefore they comtions on our prodplain about India,”
ucts and then
he added.
complain if we put a standard in
Goyal said multinational
our country.” Goyal was speak- companies which invested in
ing at an event organized by India can’t claim the right to
Federation of Indian Chambers import in an unbridled manner.
of Commerce and Industry “I fail to understand how that
(Ficci).
can be a matter of right. If they
On 12 June, India had have invested in India and they
included import of new pneu- want to engage with the Indian
matic tyres under a restricted market, I believe they should
list, to limit imports, especially look at indigenising, particufrom China. In FY20, India had larly those items that India has
imported such tyres worth $370 capabilities for. We don’t get
million, with China ($93 mil- excited only by an investment
lion) and Thailand ($95 million) which is brought into India to
contributing a bulk of the capture the Indian market, to
imports. On 22 July, Mint save some import duties on finreported that German auto- ished product, and come to
makers had urged its envoy to India only to assemble those
India to address issues of tyre products,” Goyal added.

SAIF Partners boosts
investments despite
coronavirus impact
Tarush Bhalla

“For sectors where there is
structural impact, like travel,
BENGALURU
and are against the tide, we
have taken a pause, and are
enture capital fund struggling to find conviction
SAIF Partners has dou- to invest in these businesses.
bled down on invest- Same applies for businesses
ments in India in the last seven where there is high-discremonths, and seeks to tap into tionary spend,” he added.
new segments including
According to SAIF, startups
edtech, healthtech enterprise are maintaining capital effisoftware-as-a-service (SaaS), ciency and improving unit
entertainment platforms and economics, as uncertainty
direct-to-consumer startups. grows, leading to investors
SAIF’s recent investments being bullish on their investinclude fintech startup Jodo, ments in such companies.
which provides education However, this positive sentiloans for middle-income ment remains concentrated
households, and
around earlyenterprise SaaS For sectors where stage investing.
startup Zomen- there is structural
“Since there is
tum. It has also impact, like travel, distancing, digitibacked several
zation is no
we have taken a
unicorns and
pause, says SAIF longer a discrelarge ventures
tion or choice,
including Rivigo, Partners’ Deepak but has become
Gaur
Swiggy, Paytm,
mandatory, and
MakeMyTrip,
that has led to a
Bookmyshow
fundamental
and Sharechat, and has closed change in the trajectory of sev15 deals in 2020, 13 of which eral businesses. We have seen
were early-stage startups.
the tailwinds in sectors includWith the pandemic present- ing gaming, education, espeing new opportunities, SAIF cially the test preparation
Partners said it has not space; remote diagnostics and
changed its investment thesis telemedicine. There is further
and continues to back early- digitization in Indian smallstage startups providing solu- and medium-enterprise space
tions for newer opportunities through digital customer relaemerging from covid-19, in a tionship management tools,
bid to catch them early. “Our retail analytics or digitizing
confidence is just growing, ordering systems,” Gaur said.
since startups are also becomWhile investors continue to
ing more resilient and working be upbeat about early-stage
towards building for the new startups, for late-stage, the
opportunity, which the pan- realities are different, as VC
demic has posed and improv- funds operating in this space
ing financial efficiencies,” are expected to be even more
Deepak Gaur, partner, SAIF selective in the coming
Partners, said in an interview. months.
tarush.b@livemint.com
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NOTICE

Notice is hereby given, pursuant to the provisions of SEBI (Listing
Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015, that
Meeting of the Board of Directors of the Company will be held on
Monday, 17th day of August, 2020 at New Delhi, inter-alia, to consider
and approve Unaudited Financial Results of the Company for the quarter
ended 30th June, 2020.
Pursuant to Code for Prevention of Insider Trading in the Securities of
PLL (PLL’s Code) as well as circular issued by the Stock Exchanges
dated 2nd April 2019, it was informed to the Stock Exchanges vide letter
dated 22nd June, 2020 that the Trading Window for dealing in securities
of PLL would be closed, for all ‘Insider’ as per PLL’s Code, from
1st July, 2020 till 48 hours after the ﬁnancial results for the quarter
ended 30th June, 2020 would become generally available.
In view of the above, the Trading Window for trading in PLL’s securities,
which was closed from 1st July, 2020 shall remain closed till 19th
August, 2020 (both days inclusive). All Insiders have been advised not
to deal with the securities of PLL during this period.
This intimation is also available at the website of the Company at
www.petronetlng.com and on the website of the Stock Exchanges where
the shares of the Company are listed i.e. https://www.bseindia.com and
https://www.nseindia.com.
For Petronet LNG Limited
Sd/Place: New Delhi
(Rajan Kapur)
Date: 10th August, 2020
CGM & VP-Company Secretary

